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issued an absurd order that no one should ridicule him in the
taverns of the capital, and put his new young wife, who after all
had not been unfaithful to him, to death on February 13,1541;
he also imprisoned the Duke of Norfolk, his mother, and the
father of the late Queen. Henceforward he fell more and more
into the power of the Seymours.
llxe Quarrel with France and Scotland. Henry also
ruined the Treasury and added to the confusion and chaos of
the time by a last piece of unbalanced caprice—a further war
with France and Scotland. He had lost his temper with his
young nephew James V of Scotland, the son of his sister Mary,
because that King had remained strongly attached to the Holy
See. Of course, Scotland was the ally of France, and tad
always maintained this French alliance as the guarantee of her
national independence; and James had married Mary of Lor-
raine, the daughter of the house of Guise, the first power in the
French kingdom. Cardinal Beaton, Archbishop of St Andrews,
was the support both of the Crown and also of the orthodox
religion in Scotland; but already Calvinism had struck root and
was soon to support the Scottish nobles in a revolution. Against
Scotland Henry was successful, for though an invasion failed,
and though he did not succeed in getting Cardinal Beaton
murdered (as he tried to do), the young Scottish King in a
counter-invasion was disastrously defeated at Solway Moss on
November 25, 1542. He died of grief shortly afterwards, leav-
ing as heiress to the throne a newborn baby girl named Mary.
But Henry failed in the effort to get a contract of marriage
between this newborn baby and his little heir, now five years
old, for the Scottish national feeling was too strong for him.
As for the war with France, of which the war with Scotland
was a part, it was a military success and a national disaster.
Boulogne was captured and its inhabitants n^assacred in the
middle of September 1544, but the war had cost by that time as
much as three years* whole reveAue of the monastic lands! The
currency was ruined (what we call to-day 'going off gold'), the
coinage was debased with alloy, prices consequently rose and
added to the confusion of society. And, what was worse, the
naonastic lands now began to pass in great blocks, by forced
sale, from the Crown to the landed classes. Meanwhile, before
be died, Henry had the satisfaction of hearing that the Scottish
CaiviaJsts had succeeded in murdering Cardinal Beaton.
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